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Abstract
The Truck Parking Problem occurs when drivers have met the daily driving limit and
encounter a decision between driving over time or parking in unauthorized locations. This
research applies data analytics to gain further knowledge to characterize the truck parking
shortage in Arkansas. Truck parking shortages are a serious problem that truck drivers face daily
and is complex due to Hours of Service (HOS) regulations restrictions on legal parking areas and
design. Existing research includes a one-day annual survey which compiles where public rest
stops, businesses, and private rest stops are utilized by truck drivers. This research expands on
the survey to capture broader time-of-day and daily patterns. This was done by calculating the
following metrics for truck parking: how many drivers occupy a specific rest area at arrival, by
time of day, and how long each driver stays at a rest location. To accomplish this research task,
we combined multiple real data sources representing truck parking locations and truck travel
characteristics represented by GPS “pings” over a one-year period. We used data analytics to
describe and characterize the truck parking problem over time and geographic location. We
then used the defined metrics to compare and contrast many locations across Arkansas. This
research presents the findings using a user-friendly heat map which demonstrates the
knowledge gained from this research. As a result, this heat map can serve as the visual
foundation for new policies on truck parking expansion and show how HOS regulatory
requirements are impacting truck drivers throughout the state.
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Introduction
Truck transportation is a large component of the United States economy, comprising of
more than 70% of nationwide freight tonnage (Reports, Trends & Statistics, 2017). Whether
these are short-haul trips that bring the drivers back home at the end of the day, or long-haul
trips that keep the drivers on the road for weeks at a time, all commercial truck drivers are
faced with the problems of abiding by the Hours of Service (HOS) regulatory laws. In addition,
while drivers are required to follow these HOS regulations, they are also responsible for parking
in legal locations. The HOS regulations, dictated by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration (FMCSA), were last updated in February 2012. These regulations include
extensive and often time conflicting rules which truck drivers must follow.
There are a wide variety of rules, ranging from mandatory breaks of 30 minutes to
breaks as long as 8 hours. The key rules related to this study will be further discussed
throughout the remainder of this paragraph, beginning with the 11-hour rule. The 11-hour rule
dictates that a driver can drive no longer than 11 hours in one day. In addition to the 11-hour
rule, there is the 30-minute break rule which requires drivers to take a break for 30 minutes
after driving for 8 consecutive hours. During that 30-minute break, drivers are not allowed to
do any work. On top of these first two regulations, there is a 14-hour driving window rule. This
rule combines the driving hours, 30-minute break, and any additional work that needs to be
completed. The 14-hour driving window will allow the driver to drive for a total of 11 hours,
take their required 30-minute break within those 11 hours, and allow for the driver to do work,
such as unloading their truck and other paperwork, for the remainder of 2.5 hours before a
longer time-related break requirement comes into play (FMCSA, 2011).
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Some of the longer breaks include the 70-hour rule and the Rest Prevention rule. The
70-hour rule limits a driver to driving no more than 70 hours in 7 days. The Rest Prevention rule
only effects those drivers who work the night shift or drive 60 to 70 hours per week. The Rest
Prevention rule requires that the drivers who are affected are off for 34 hours consecutively
before starting their next block of work. This rule also requires that the 34 hours include the
time frame of 1 a.m. and 5 a.m. two times before the driver takes their next shift (FMCSA,
2011). The results of this research will focus on the first three rules listed. We will be looking
into how long drivers stop, with emphasis if the stop is a 30-minute stop or overnight. These
results will be discussed.
While following the driving regulations with respect to breaks is complicated enough,
drivers must also follow the law of parking in legal areas such as businesses that allow parking,
public rest stops, or private truck stops (e.g, gas stations). Many times, these areas are over
capacity, forcing drivers to park in unauthorized locations such as off ramps, shoulders, under
overpasses, other unsafe places, or decide to continue driving past their allowed hours of duty
in search of a legal parking place. In fact, approximately 1700 miles of the US interstates have
rest areas located over 30 miles away from one another creating a huge dilemma for truck
drivers when it comes to deciding when and where to take their required break (FHWA, 2012).
For example, if the driver continues past a rest stop, which has available parking, and has 45
minutes left before the driver is required to take a break, and upon arrival at the next stop in 30
minutes finds the rest stop full, the driver does not have enough time to find parking which
forces the driver into a predicament.
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The problem of drivers facing HOS regulations and full parking places is only expected to
get worse if nothing is done. The Freight Analysis Framework estimates long-haul trucking alone
will increase by 11% by 2020 which indicates that nearly 200,000 drivers will be needing a place
to park each day (FHWA, 2012). The industry is aware of this problem and in fact ranked truck
parking as one of the top industry issues for commercial truck drivers, right behind HOS and
Electronics Logging Devices (ELD) in 2016 (Institute, 2016). In the past, drivers have been able
to manipulate their drive times due to paper logs, but with the new ELD mandate by FMCSA, all
commercial truck drivers had until the end of 2017 to make the switch to logging their hours
electronically (Institute, 2016). With this new regulation in place, not only can this data be used
to see when the drivers are taking breaks, but also to analyze how long the drivers are staying
at specific rest stops across the state of Arkansas, more easily than a paper log would allow.
This research used multiple data sources to create graphs and visuals to easily
understand the data and conduct analysis. Specifically, a user-friendly visualization tool of a
heat map was created for both unauthorized and legal location by arrival and hour of day
throughout the state of Arkansas to see how truck parking ebbs and flows throughout the day.
The tool can be used to aid future decisions on truck parking policies based on actual truck data
and known rest stops from multiple data sources. This research is feeding the efforts of a larger
funded project by the Arkansas Commercial Truck Safety and Education Program (ACTSEP). This
research may be used and combined with other findings to aid the larger research project.
The remainder of this document proceeds as follows. The methodology section will
explain the process and details for how raw data was combined and translated into a
visualization. In the results section, we explain the new information and insights we have
7

gathered from the data. This section will include many visualizations including graphs of the
data, satellite views of various parking locations, and results from the heat map. Lastly, the
conclusion and recommendation section will summarize findings, suggest opportunities for
improvement, and recommended next steps.

Methodology
This section explains the methodology used to gain more comprehensive knowledge on
the truck parking problem. Data analytics is used and translated into visualizations such as
charts, graphs, and video heat map. The methodology can be broken down into three sections.
First, Section 2.1: ArDOT Survey Data; which summarizes the understanding and compiling of
multiple data sources into QGIS software. Second, Section 2.2: QGIS Representation of Parking
Facilities; which summarizes how plotting and analyzing locations throughout the state of
Arkansas was accomplished. Third, Section 2.3 Visualization Tool; which describes the process
of creating an easily understandable tool that can be used to further understand the parking
problem throughout the state of Arkansas.

2.1 ArDOT Survey Data
The purpose of this section is to understand how multiple data sets were compiled into
one. To achieve the goal of this section of research, many different sources were obtained and
analyzed. The research was conducted using QGIS software to create polygon shapes of each
parking space to be overlaid with real truck data and analyzed.
The process began by becoming familiar with QGIS and different data sets. The first data
set used was the ArDOT Survey. The ArDOT survey is a one-day annual survey conducted
8

between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. The survey consists of a team going from location to location
throughout the state of Arkansas and recording the places trucks were parked, the name of the
location, and the type of location including whether the parking was legal or unauthorized
(Wright-Kehner P.E. & McKenney, 2017). Although it is useful to have parking locations looked
at first hand, the survey is only conducted once annually during a single 8-hour window leaving
8,752 hours a year of undocumented parking information. This leaves open a myriad of
questions such as the parking utilization in the daytime and throughout different seasons. This
research expands on the ArDOT survey by utilizing their identified locations and combined that
with truck data to draw conclusions of what these parking facilities look like day to day through
a years time period.
The ArDOT survey took place along I-30, I-40, I-49, I-55, I-440, I-530, I-540, and state
road 67. The data from this survey was then loaded into the QGIS software by latitude and
longitude. Each location began with a single point. Table 1 shows the number of parking spaces
analyzed per road:
Road Name
I-30
I-40
I-49
I-55
67
I-440
I-530
I-540
Total

Number of Locations Analyzed
74
119
38
46
35
91
24
19
446

Table 1: Number of Parking Locations Analyzed

Overall, over 400 locations were analyzed. Analysis began by looking at a satellite view of each
of the parking spaces marked with a single point and unique ID. By downloading an add-in that
9

allows for a connection to Google Maps, the entire location could be seen and a polygon
encompassing the entire area could be drawn. Some of the locations consisted of shoulders on
the highways, medians, or under overpasses which were marked ‘unauthorized’. The
unauthorized locations had polygons drawn in the general area. Other locations consisted of
businesses, public rest stops, or private gas stations as shown in Figure 1. These locations that
allowed truck parking were marked as ‘legal’.

Figure 1: Google Maps Satellite View of Legal Location Unique ID 66

For legal locations the polygon was drawn to enclose the whole facility carefully avoiding
buildings and gas pumps to assure a more accurate space availability count. The finished
drawing of the polygon, or unique ID 66, is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Polygon Outline for Legal Location Unique ID 66 Avoiding Building

Each time a polygon was created, more data was collected manually on the location. Some of
the different aspects recorded from the data were the classification of the location being
unauthorized or authorized, the number of truck parking spaces, the number of regular parking
spaces (if truck parking spaces were not apparent or few), and each parking location was
categorized by type which are associated with a number. This resulted in nine classifications
shown in Table 2:
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Type

Unauthorized/Ramp/Shoulder etc.
Weigh Station
Public Parking/Rest Area/Welcome Center
Private Truck Stop
Business/Store
Restaurant
Hotel/Motel
Empty Lot
Other (Convention Center)
Table 2: Parking Location Key
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By characterizing each parking space by type, it enabled an efficient way to filter and analyze
the data discussed in the results section.
After polygons were created for each of the parking locations, we aggregated real truck
data from a leading logistics company. The ‘ping’ data was overlaid on top of the existing
polygons. Pings are latitude and longitude points that occur at least every fifteen minutes or
when the driver changes duty status. There are five duty statuses that are defined in Table 3.
Duty Status
0
1
2
3
4

Definition
Unknown
Driving
On duty working
On duty not working
Off duty

Table 3: Driver Duty Status

Unfortunately, after discussions with experts within the leading logistics company, it was found
that how often a ping goes off is rather inconsistent, but the locations in which they go off are
accurate. With over 2 million pings of data points, the data needed to be cleaned to make it
more manageable and allow the software to run efficiently. Data of trucks going over 0 MPH
was eliminated because it was out of the scope of this research. Theses pings were then
overlaid on top of the created polygons as shown in Figure 3. Once the truck data was loaded,
we were able to filter and analyze the data by different categories to achieve the goal of task 2.
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Figure 3: ‘Ping’ Data Overlaid

2.2 GIS Representation of Parking Facilities
The goal of task 2 was to build upon the resulting map with pings from task 1 by further
analyzing each parking location by arrival and time of day to identify when drivers are parking
and how long they are staying. Diving deeper into each parking location can greatly improve
and enhance the results of the ArDOT Survey. The snapshot of the survey is insufficient to
identify how many trucks are parking at each location, how long they are staying, and whether
the parking location should be concerned with the capacity. In addition, the research methods
use parking information for a years’ time enabling a better understanding of the truck parking
pattern throughout the state of Arkansas.
The first analysis conducted was to identify the number of drivers at each location upon
arrival. Out of 431,621 pings being analyzed, 21,559 were found in unauthorized locations,
meaning 410,062 were found in polygons that were marked as legal. Although this does narrow
down the pings being evaluated, there was an issue that the count could be duplicated through
13

multiple pings for each truck and truck driver. For the first analysis we wanted to see how many
unique trucks were parked at each of these different locations by arrival. In order to look at the
count of unique trucks in each polygon, we first joined the polygon and ping data files together
to ensure that no data was lost in the process. Once joined into one table, the data was pulled
in an Excel file to filter it further. Due to the fact the data consisted of multiple pings in the
same location for each truck and driver, we needed a way to identify and eliminate the multiple
pings.
The first step in identifying unique pings for this process was to find the distance
between consecutive pings. Using Excel, we calculated the distance between two consecutive
points using the haversine formula (Drew, 2016). After the distance was calculated, we
removed pings that were replicas of the same driver ID and truck ID in the same place. We
define same place as two pings within one half mile from each other. This results in unique
pings for the arrival of a driver parked at a rest location.
The next step in the analysis was to categorize each of these unique pings by the time of
day. Using the ping time stamp, we classified each ping into a one-hour time slot category such
as 12AM-1AM. After every ping was categorized into one of the 24-time buckets, counts were
completed by time of day for every location. The counts within the Excel file were then
exported in the form of a shape file in order to import them within QGIS. Once the count data
was in QGIS, it was combined with the polygons in order to create a visual tool. Results of the
specific count of unique trucks within each facility by time of day are discussed in section 3.1
Analysis by Arrival.
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A similar process was executed to now look at not only the arrival of the trucks at
locations, but the count of trucks at each location by hour of day. Using the same logic as
before, by checking the distance between consecutive pings and if the truck driver ID or truck
ID had changed, the only extra step added was to see if the ping was there in the same time
frame. For example, if a truck arrived at a location in the time segment of 12AM-1AM, within
the analysis of truck arrivals, this would only be counted once. However, if the truck stayed
there until the next time segment of 1AM-2AM, the truck would be counted once in the time
frame of 12AM-1AM and once in the time frame of 1AM-2AM. The results of this portion of
research is further discussed in section 3.2 Analysis by Time of Day.
A third analysis was conducted to determine the extent of time spent at each parking
location. This section of the research was based heavily on logic and data manipulation. Using
the data pulled from QGIS, as conducted in the steps mentioned earlier, Excel was utilized to
manipulate the data. In the previous steps, a single ping per location was desired showing a
single unique identifier for both driver and specific truck ID; but for this analysis it was
necessary to identify when the truck arrived and when it left. In order to find the first to last
ping associated with a specific truck, thereby identifying the total parking stop time, multiple
steps were taken. With the pings ordered by time, we implemented logic that determined if the
driver and truck ID stayed in the same location from one ping to the next, then we would look
at the time difference between the pings. All pings that were single were eliminated due to the
fact we could not take the time difference given a single timestamp. For the driver and truck IDs
that appeared two or more times, we first checked to see if the time difference from one ping
to the next was greater than 24 hours. If the time difference between the two pings was
15

greater than 24 hours, we assumed this meant the driver was there on another occasion, not in
the same spot for 24 hours. Although it is possible that some of these trucks could be fulfilling
the 34-hour restart rule, we focused on the trucks stopping for 24 hours or less. Once only pings
with two or more locations, with less than 24-hour difference were left, the time difference
between the first and last ping were taken. Lastly, these were categorized by one of the 24-time
segments.

2.3 Visualization Tool
The third task in the Methodology section consisted of heavy software involvement of
QGIS to create a visual tool to communicate the results of this research. After further research,
it was determined that the QGIS heat map feature would be adequate and was used. In order
to use the heat map feature within QGIS, centroids need to be created for each polygon. Using
the tables we had combined in the previous section for arrival and time of day analysis, these
were transformed into centroids. This step could be done within QGIS using the Geometry
Tools. Next, the style was changed and a new layer outlining the state of Arkansas and the
highways were added. Four heat maps were created by the combination of unauthorized,
authorized, arrival, and time of day. The maps could only show one hour at a time on QGIS,
therefore screenshots were taken of each of the 24-hour time slots and put into a power point.
The power point was then translated into a video to easily see the transitions hour by hour.

Results
There were five main areas of focus during the research of truck parking throughout the
state of Arkansas. These areas are broken into sections 3.1 Analysis by Arrival, 3.2 Analysis by
16

Time of Day, 3.3 Location Key, Highway, and Capacity of Stop, 3.4 Amount of Time at Each
Location, and 3.5 Visualization Tool.

3.1 Analysis by Arrival
Initially determining how populated each location was by first arrival, the number of
unique pings were counted hourly in each polygon starting at 12AM-1AM. This process was
done for both unauthorized and legal parking locations for all 24-hour time slots of the day.
Overall, there were 141 unauthorized locations with 10 locations having over 50 pings. In fact
the location with the maximum count of unauthorized pings showed up was 482 times in the
same location. This location was not only marked unauthorized but appeared unauthorized in
Google Maps. This specific location is located on I-40 north of Little Rock, Arkansas. This
location is surrounded by 6 smaller legal locations and a leading trucking and logistics company
service center. In addition, out of the now 10 unauthorized locations with over 50 pings, seven
of those are located on I-40 going into or out of Little Rock. This shows that the Little Rock,
Arkansas area has an identified need for additional parking locations for truck drivers according
to this analysis. The average was calculated stating that there are 17.84 unauthorized pings per
location, with a standard deviation of 48.31.
The same objectives were covered using the legal areas. Overall there were 189 Legal
locations which had pings. Out of these locations, there were a total of 23,397 pings. The
minimum number of pings located in each of these locations was again 1, which appeared 15
times, and the maximum number was 1343. We found it strange that there were 15 locations
with only one ping, so these locations were investigated further. All the locations with one ping
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were legal locations, however, none of these locations were private gas stations. All the
locations that had one ping were in either a business, restaurant, or motel/hotel location;
location keys 5, 6, and 7 respectively. Some of the assumptions to why these locations are not
being utilized could be due to trucks only stopping where there is gas, minimal parking at
restaurants such as McDonald’s and Waffle House which were explicitly shown within these
locations, or lack of knowledge that these locations either exist or allow truck parking. Not only
were the minimal pings researched further, but so were the locations with higher quantity.
Overall, there were 15 locations with over 500 pings, and 4 of those locations with over 1000
pings. These 15 locations were distributed throughout the state of Arkansas on state road 67
going north, I-30 in between Little Rock and Texarkana, I-49 in Northwest Arkansas, I-40
between Little Rock and Fort Smith, and where I-40 meets I-55. Although the location of these
were spread out throughout the state, the one thing all the locations had in common were the
fact they were all gas stations. The average number of pings for the legal locations was 123.79
with a standard deviation of 237.30.
After determining the basic counts of each different location by arrival, the pings were
broken up into time segments. The specific counts for both unauthorized and legal pings by
arrival are shown in Table 4.
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Time of Day
12AM – 1AM
1AM – 2AM
2AM – 3AM
3AM – 4AM
4AM – 5AM
5AM – 6AM
6AM – 7AM
7AM – 8AM
8AM – 9AM
9AM – 10AM
10AM – 11AM
11AM – 12PM
12PM – 1PM
1PM – 2PM
2PM – 3PM
3PM – 4PM
4PM – 5PM
5PM – 6PM
6PM – 7PM
7PM – 8PM
8PM – 9PM
9PM – 10PM
10PM – 11PM
11PM – 12AM

Count of Unauthorized
Pings
131
107
71
49
40
30
26
15
17
22
28
36
52
95
113
159
145
215
219
183
199
201
198
165

Count of Legal Pings
1614
1344
1158
793
488
351
272
194
169
158
195
263
431
694
967
1224
1427
1574
1653
1720
1660
1656
1702
1690

Table 4: Total Count of Pings by Arrival

The table allows us to see specific counts of the unique pings by arrival. We can see that from
3AM-2PM there are less trucks arriving for both unauthorized and authorized parking. Although
the count is clear, it is much easier to see trends within the data when plotted on a graph. The
two graphs in Figures 4 and 5 show visually the arrival trends throughout the day for both
unauthorized and authorized parking.
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Count of Unauthorized Location Pings by
Arrival
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Figure 4: Count of Unauthorized Location Pings by Arrival
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Figure 5: Count of Legal Location Pings by Arrival

From the table and figures, it can be concluded that from 4PM-2AM is the busiest time of
arrival for truck drivers taking their break. These results also point toward the lack of parking
spots available, due to the high number of pings within unauthorized locations, or a lack of
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knowledge of areas nearby. In addition to looking at the patterns of truck arrivals at a location,
we also investigated the count of trucks by time of day.

3.2 Analysis by Time of Day
Again, we wanted to look at how populated each location was by time of day. Out of the
141 unauthorized locations that had pings, there was a total of 2981 unique pings based on
truck ID and time of day. The minimum number of pings in a single location was 1 which
showed up a total of 14 times. We believe this is due to the fact we are analyzing many more
pings, therefore the amount of times only 1 ping appears in a location is likely to decrease. In
addition, there were five locations which had over 100 pings, including one with 502 pings. The
average number of pings per location increased, as expected, and was calculated at 20.70
unauthorized pings per location, with a standard deviation of 50.37.
The same objectives were covered using the legal areas. Overall there were 189 legal
locations which had pings. Out of these locations, there were a total of 318,188 unique pings
based on truck ID and time of day. The minimum number of pings located in each of these
locations was again 1, which appeared 7 times, and a maximum number of 28,113. The average
number of pings for the legal locations was 1657.23 with a standard deviation of 3684.97. After
determining the basic counts of each different location, the pings were put into time segments
and examined. The specific counts for both unauthorized and legal pings by time of day are
shown in Table 5.
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Time of Day
12AM – 1AM
1AM – 2AM
2AM – 3AM
3AM – 4AM
4AM – 5AM
5AM – 6AM
6AM – 7AM
7AM – 8AM
8AM – 9AM
9AM – 10AM
10AM – 11AM
11AM – 12PM
12PM – 1PM
1PM – 2PM
2PM – 3PM
3PM – 4PM
4PM – 5PM
5PM – 6PM
6PM – 7PM
7PM – 8PM
8PM – 9PM
9PM – 10PM
10PM – 11PM
11PM – 12AM

Count of Unauthorized Trucks
135
108
86
64
62
62
59
57
51
58
54
66
90
132
145
189
169
220
223
190
207
195
200
159

Count of Legal Trucks
14879
16540
16671
17262
17168
16888
17176
17644
15713
15554
15264
14793
14953
14493
11240
9452
8361
7952
8029
8309
8302
9124
10394
12027

Table 5: Total Count of Unique Trucks by Time of Day

Again, the table allows us to see specific counts of unique pings by time of day. The pattern
within the unauthorized column follows closely with the arrival pattern, however the legal
count does not. Within the legal column we can see that from 3PM-10PM has the least number
of trucks parking. From this chart it appears as if truck drivers are taking their required breaks in
the AM hours. To see the trends clearer, Figures 6 and 7 were created.
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Figure 6: Count of Unauthorized Location Pings by Time of Day
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Figure 7: Count of Legal Location Pings by Time of Day

Although Figures 6 and 7 accurately show the pattern of truck parking throughout the day, it
does not explain the type of location, which road the location is located on, and if locations are
at risk of overcapacity.
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3.3 Location Key, Highway, and Capacity of Stop
To better understand the truck parking problem throughout the state of Arkansas, Excel
was used to break down the rest locations. First, the types of locations were investigated. The
count of the legal locations, by key, can be seen in Table 6.
Location Key

Type

Number of Locations

1

Unauthorized Ramp/Shoulder etc.

0

2

Weigh Station

0

3

Public Parking/Rest Area/Welcome Center

22

4

Private Truck Stop

89

5

Business/Store

63

6

Restaurant

25

7

Hotel/Motel

50

8

Empty Lot

12

9

Other (Convention Center)

2

Table 6: Count of Legal Locations by Location Key

From Table 6 we can conclude that over a third of the legal rest locations are key number 4;
private truck stops; followed by just under 25% being location key 5, business/store. Next, more
information about each road was collected. Both the number of unauthorized and legal pings
per road can be seen in Table 7.
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Road Name
I-30
I-40
I-49
I-55
67
I-440
I-530
I-540
Total

Unauthorized %
37.84%
41.18%
42.11%
41.30%
62.86%
31.87%
75.00%
10.53%
41.03%

Unauthorized Count
28
49
16
19
22
29
18
2
183

Legal %
62.16%
58.82%
57.89%
58.70%
37.14%
68.13%
25.00%
89.47%
58.97%

Legal Count
46
70
22
27
13
62
6
17
263

Table 7: Count of Parking Locations by Road

From the table, it is easy to see whether the interstate has more unauthorized or legal parking.
For example, there is more unauthorized parking occurring on Arkansas state road 67, and
extremely higher unauthorized parking than legal parking on I-530. All the other roads have
higher unauthorized percent per road, with I-540 having almost 90% of the truck parking in
legal locations. Regarding the count of the table, with unauthorized compared to unauthorized
and legal compared within legal, I-40 not only has the most parking locations, 26.62% of the all
legal parking, but also has the greatest need for additional parking locations shown by the fact
that 26.78% of the unauthorized parking occurs on that road alone. I-440 has the second largest
legal count for number of trucks parking there, accounting for 23.57%. I-440, I-30, and state
road 67 are all very close in their percentages of unauthorized parking. Lastly, the capacity for
the legal locations were counted in increments. These increments were broken up into six
categories by the variation in capacity of different lots. These results were:
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Increments for Number of Trucks that can
Fit Per Parking Location
0-10
11-25
26-50
51-100
101-200
>200

Count of Locations within the Increment
84
82
48
29
16
4

Table 8: Count of Capacity

The table shows that the majority of the parking locations have 25 or less spaces and very few
have over 100. According to this research the maximum amount of parking spots is 252 and the
minimum is zero which shows up a total of six times. If the location was marked legal, but was
not able to accommodate trucks using the visual of Google Maps or Equation 1, the location
might want to reconsider ‘allowing’ truck parking. This is one area for future recommendation
and improvement.
To determine the capacity of these locations, there were many ways we considered
evaluating this, but a combination of Google Maps and a formula was used. Using Google Maps
each parking location spot for trucks was counted if clearly visible. Although this did work in
some cases, because of the precise truck outline of parking spots, many of the locations either
did not have designated spots for trucks, were too faint to see, or were on dirt lots with no
lines. For the unmarked locations, a simple linear regression model was used to estimate how
many trucks could fit within the lot. Using the area of the polygons created in the early steps in
this research, the area of a single truck with room to move with ease, and the 29 locations, the
following equation was created:
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𝑐𝑖 = (3.34𝑥10−4 ) 𝑥 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑖
Equation 1: Capacity of Parking Location

Where 𝑐𝑖 represents the capacity of number of trucks for the 𝑖th facility with 99% confidence
(Diaz Corro, Akter, & Hernandez, 2018). Using this equation, the ‘Final Estimate’ was found for
each location that did not already have a final estimate from the Google Maps view. This
allowed for further analysis regarding capacities.
As expected, not all parking locations within the survey were utilized by the trucking and
logistics company. In fact, 73 of the 263 legal locations had no pings upon arrival by the trucking
and logistic company, leaving 190 locations to analyze. For the time of day analysis there were
four more locations that contained pings, leaving 193 locations to analyze. We kept in mind
that this is a years’ worth of data, and although we cannot be certain if a location is reaching
capacity, due to only having data for one logistics company, we can use the data and patterns
to draw educated conclusions as to what is occurring. We began the analysis by reviewing how
many of the time segments had pings upon arrival and time of day. Upon arrival, there was one
parking location with one-time segment occupied and 23 of the locations had pings within all 24
time segments. When looking at the time of day analysis there were eight locations with a
single time segment, and 111 locations that had pings in all 24-hour time segments. This does
not mean that every single hour for the past year there were trucks parking here, but rather at
some point within the last year trucks were parked there during each time segment.
Although there were quite a few pings upon arrival, the count was significantly smaller
than the 318,273 pings in the time of day analysis. Furthermore, we used the time of day pings
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to draw conclusions as to which locations could be at risk for overcapacity. The first step we
made was dividing each of the counts within their time segments by 365, to essentially see the
count by day rounded to the nearest whole number. Of the 193 locations, 119 averaged at least
1 ping per day. In fact, 13 locations averaged over 20 pings on the daily basis, with the max
being 77 pings. The locations with 77 pings daily average was unique ID 81. This location is
located off state road 67 and is under unique ID 4 of private truck stops, with a max capacity of
86 trucks. For the locations that averaged at least one ping a day or more, statistics on the road
and location key were taken and summarized in Tables 9 and 10 respectively.
Road Segment
I-30
I-40
I-49
I-55
67
I-440
I-530
I-540

Count of Locations
29
24
9
8
7
35
3
4

Percent of Locations
24.37%
20.17%
7.56%
6.72%
5.88%
29.41%
2.52%
3.36%

Table 9: Summary Statistics for Road Segments of Locations Averaging at Least One Ping Per Day

Location Key
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Count of Locations
0
0
19
60
27
4
6
3
0

Percent of Locations
0%
0%
15.97%
50.42%
22.69%
3.36%
5.04%
2.52%
0%

Table 10: Summary Statistics for Location Keys of Locations Averaging at Least One Ping Per Day

We conclude that I-440, followed closely by I-30 and I-40, are the most utilized road segments
for locations averaging at least one ping per day. In addition, the majority of these locations
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seem to take on location key 4, that being private rest stops, followed by location key 5, public
rest stops.
Next, we wanted to break down some of the different locations to see the differences.
We chose to break down unique ID 81, 112, 5, and 56 which represented the most amount of
pings, and locations which had a variety of location keys and roads. We began by breaking
down the locations with the most pings, that being a total of 28,113 for unique ID 81, as seen in
Figure 8.

Figure 8: Unique ID 81 Google Map and Polygon View

Again, this location is a large private truck stop located off of state road 67. There are no
parking locations designated specifically for truck parking. However, using the equation, a final
estimate of 86 trucks are allowed to park at once. This location was found to have, on average,
two to four pings a day within every time segment. Although from the one logistics company’s
average pings per day, it does appear like the location would reach capacity, there is potential.
Secondly, Unique ID 112 was looked at which had a total of 5656 pings in one year.
Location 112 is a private truck stop, location key 4, located off of I-40. There are 19 parking
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spots specifically for trucks, making the final estimate for the number of trucks allowed to park
there at a time 19.

Figure 9: Unique ID 112 Google Map and Polygon View

This location averages one ping per time segment per day, expect between the hours of 4PM5PM and 6PM-7PM.
Next, we wanted to look at different roads or different type of location at random.
Looking at location 5, it is also a private truck stop, but is located on I-30. This location has 43
spots specifically for truck parking, which again has a final estimate of 43 spaces. This location
had a total count of 7659 pings in one year, which averaged one ping for every hour of the day
expect 7PM-8PM. Figure 10 shows the layout of unique ID 5.

Figure 10: Unique ID 5 Google Map and Polygon View
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The last location looked at closely was unique ID 56. This location is located on I-440,
with a location key of 3 which is a Public Parking/Rest Area/Welcome Center. Location 56 has
13 truck parking spots. This location had a total of 862 pings in one year and showed fairly
consistent pings throughout all times of the day.

Figure 11: Unique ID 56 5 Google Map and Polygon View

Now that we have examined the number of different locations, whether by location key or road
segment, and have reviewed a few locations at a bird’s eye view and drawn statistics, the next
step is to look at how long trucks are parking at different locations.

3.4 Amount of Time at Each Location
To determine how long trucks were parking at different locations, steps were taken as
outlined in the methodology section in order to retrieve the driver’s first and last ping at a
unique ID location. There were some pings that only appeared once at a location, not giving a
start and stop time to be calculated. These pings were disregarded in order to create a more
accurate analysis. In the unauthorized summary, there were 4333 pings that gave a start time,
end time, or single ping. From those pings, 2347 of those pings were single pings that could not
be used, which left 832 identifiable time segments of pings available. Using the remaining pings,
the first analysis performed was determining how long a driver stopped at a location to the
closest hour. The graph in Figure 12 shows the results:
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Figure 12: Unauthorized Time Segment by Hour

The time on the graph was rounded in the regular way, meaning that the bar at ‘0’ signifies that
the driver was there less than 30 minutes. Figure 12 goes hand in hand with our hypothesis that
most drivers are taking their required 30-minute break for the short-haul trips or staying the
night in the location for the long-haul trips. Next, we wanted to see on which road segments
these occurred.

Unauthorized Count for Road Segment
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Figure 13: Unauthorized Count for Road Segment

Figure 13 shows that I-30 has the most unauthorized pings followed by I-40 and I-440. After
seeing which roads had the most unauthorized time segments, and that 0 and 12+ were the
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most common time segments. We combined the two together to see the overall break down in
Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Unauthorized Road Segment vs Hours Stopped

From this chart many conclusions can be made. First, 50% or more of all road segments account
for less than 30-minute stops and, according to this data, 100% of I-540 stops are less than 30minutes. The second largest time segment identified was when drivers are stopped 12 hours or
longer. It appears that on I-530 over 20% of the stops are for greater than 12 hours, and the
other six road segments were less than 20%. There are very few stops consisting of a 6, 7, 8, or
9-hour break. In fact, the only road segments that have any stops within these time segments
were I-30, I-40, I-49, 67, and I-440. Out of these locations I-30 is used the most during these
under 12-hour time frames, and specifically 6, 8, and 9.
Similar analysis was conducted for the legal pings in determining the time each truck
stayed at a unique ID. A total of 13,885 time segments were used for the analysis which started
with the count by hour.
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Figure 15: Legal Time Segment

Like the unauthorized locations, most of the time at each location was either less than 30
minutes or over 12 hours. In this case there are more pings that are over 12 hours than those
that are less than 30 minutes. The location keys were investigated next.
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Figure 16: Legal Count for Location Key

Again, in this analysis location key 1 and 2 had no count which verifies that these two locations
are unauthorized and should not appear within the legal analysis. The location key 4, or private
truck stops, had by far the greatest number of pings with a total of 9825. Location keys 3 and 5,
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public rest stops and business, follow with the next highest count of 1814 and 1793,
respectively. There was no count for location key 9 which makes sense because there were very
few of this type of location identified in the initial count. Lastly, the count by road segment and
percent by how long the trucks were stopped at each location were plotted Figures 17 and 18.
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Figure 17: Legal Count for Road Segment

Figure 17 has a similar distribution to the unauthorized count for road segments. The only
difference is that I-440 was identified as having the highest count with a total of 5419 time
segments. Time segments distributed per road are illustrated in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Legal Road Segments vs Hours Stopped

From Figure 18, it can be concluded that all the roads tend to have very similar percentages as
to how long the truck drivers are parking. The only road that stands out among the group is I530. This segment of road is clearly the least regarding 30-minute or less stops and one of the
highest when it comes to stops longer than 12-hours, being very close with I-40.
Lastly, we wanted to see if the distribution of time of day varied from one location to
the next, specifically the Northwest Arkansas area and the Little Rock area. Using latitude and
longitude points to filter the data, a comparison was completed for both the unauthorized and
authorized locations. Much like previously discussed, the amount of time spent in these
different locations was calculated and visually displayed on a graph. Due to the unequal amount
of points in the Northwest Arkansas verses Little Rock area, the distributions were normalized
to show the distribution throughout the day rather than the count. The reasoning behind this is
that we are comparing two locations as to how long the trucks are stopped, not which location
has a greater count. In Figure 19, the distribution of unauthorized time segments is shown for
the two areas.
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Figure 19: Northwest Arkansas vs Little Rock Unauthorized by Time Segment

From Figure 19 we conclude that both areas have the highest parking under the 30-minute
mark. Although the Little Rock area has more variation, Northwest Arkansas outweighs the
Little Rock area in the three-hour time segment and ten-hour time segments. Overall, the
distribution somewhat follows that of the overall unauthorized time segment distributions, the
biggest difference being the minimal stops over 12 hours, especially in the Northwest Arkansas
area. Switching over to the legal distribution, there is more data to consider. Again, the data
was normalized so the depicted distribution Figure 20 would not show a count within that time,
but rather how the two areas compared in terms of percent. The legal comparison is well
matched. The distribution in Figure 20 again is similar to the overall count of legal pings.
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Figure 20: Northwest Arkansas vs Little Rock Legal by Time Segment

The Northwest Arkansas area shows a difference from the overall legal count at time segments
five and six. While overall the graph still continues its downward slope, Northwest Arkansas
rises in these two time frames. The Little Rock area follows the distribution of the overall count
almost spot on. Now that we have a good understanding of how often locations are used and
how long drivers tend to stop categorized by multiple features, including location key and road
segment, it is time to visually display the information and dive deeper.

3.5 Visualization Tool
In order to get a clearer picture where trucks have the highest density throughout the
day, a visualization tool was implemented. More specifically, a heat map. By using the steps
within the methodology section of this report, we can loop the visualization to see how the
flow of trucks changed throughout the day and where the most packed parking locations are by
arrival and time of day. A total of four heat maps were created. The four maps consisted of
arrival-unauthorized, arrival-authorized, time of day-unauthorized, and time of day-authorized.
Throughout this section road names, as well as city names are used. The map in Figure 21
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points out the key roads and cities that will be used throughout this section and within the
conclusion. The red dots located on the image pick the general location but are not limited to
inside the dot. The key location map is then followed by Figures 22-27 that are examples of a
few hour segments taken from the heat maps.

Northwest
Arkansas

Fort Smith

West Memphis
Little Rock

Arkadelphia

Figure 21: Primary Roads and Cities

Figure 22: Unauthorized 6AM-7AM

Figure 23: Unauthorized 11AM-12PM

Figure 24: Unauthorized 4AM-5AM
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Figure 25: Legal 6AM-7AM

Figure 26: Legal 11AM-12PM

Figure 27: Legal 4AM-5AM

Figures 22-24 pertain to the unauthorized heat map by arrivals and Figures 25-27
pertain to the legal heat map by arrivals for the same location and times. The unauthorized
images have been randomly chosen to illustrate how the map changes throughout the day and
the legal images aligned to compare with the unauthorized. After these images were looked at
upon arrival, a comparison of the same times was complete for the time of day. Later, the
reverse was done to show the variation of other prime locations on the legal maps that are not
shown within Figures 22-27.
Before reviewing the details of each of these parking locations, it should be noted that
the heat map gives the most realistic perspective when the whole state is shown. Once the map
is zoomed in on, these locations can either split into two locations or make the locations more
apparent that have fewer trucks parking. This was taken into consideration throughout the
following process.
As stated eariler the unauthorized heat map images were considered first. Figure 22
shows some parking concerns around the Northwest Arkansas region along I-49, and slightly
more around West Memphis where I-40 meets I-55. Also, there are heavy unauthorized parking
concerns in the Northwest Little Rock area where roads I-30, I-440, and I-40 all converge. In
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reviewing Figure 23, where the time frame is 11AM-12PM, changes have occurred over a few
hours. In the Little Rock area, the unauthorized parking has decreased from the Figure 22
amounts, but the surrounding areas have slightly increased. Specifically, I-30 around Prescott,
in the Southwest corner of Arkansas, has increased in number of trucks parking there, and the
West Memphis area has also not only increased but spread out down I-40. Lastly, moving on to
Figure 24, 4AM- 5AM, this heat map is more similar to Figure 22 than Figure 23. This makes
sense because this heat map is on a loop, so Figure 24 is only two time segments before Figure
22 if we were to watch this continually. The biggest difference between the last image is in the
Northwest Arkansas area on I-49 and road I-40 between Northwest Arkansas and Little Rock.
For the first time, from the images shown, the Northwest Arkansas area on I-49 is having heavy
unauthorized parking issues. Before we make any conclusions as to the unauthorized parking
and the different roads, we compared the legal maps.
Looking at the legal heat map images (Figures 25, 26, 27), they are more consistent from
one to the next but with more locations. In general, it is good that there are more colors along
all the roads in the legal heat maps than the unauthorized heat maps. It both verifies the
validity of identified locations and that more truck drivers are utilizing the resources throughout
the state rather than opting for unauthorized stop locations. Figures 25, 26, and 27, show that
the areas with the heaviest parking in the legal images is around the Northwest Little Rock area
where I-440 meets I-40, West Memphis where I-40 meets I-55, and I-40 that connect the two.
This remains consistent throughout the images with West Memphis remaining primarily the
highest in number of truck arrivals throughout the day and Little Rock showing some variation.
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After reviewing the heat map illustration of the individual unauthorized and legal
images at the specific time frames of 6AM-7AM, 11AM-12PM, and 4AM-5AM, we then
compared the two starting with Figures 22 and 25. In this analysis, the brightest red locations
were compared since these are the areas where most trucks park. Some conclusions can be
drawn from this. The first is that there are two similar locations between the two pictures, that
being Little Rock and West Memphis. In the West Memphis area, there is more legal parking
occurring than unauthorized, which is desirable, but before we can make a conclusion that the
area simply needs more parking locations more analysis is needed.
Comparison 1, Figures 28 and 29, is located in the West Memphis area. When zooming
in on this area, there seems to be three unauthorized locations along I-55, where I-55 meets I40, and I-40. These locations, which are in order from least heavy parking to heaviest parking,
will be referred to as locations A, B, and C for Comparison 1. On the other hand, there was only
one heavy parking location for the legal heat map where I-40 meets I-55 on the east side of
West Memphis, which will be referred to as point D. To visually see what is being discussed see
Figures 28 and 29.

A
C

B

Figure 28: Unauthorized 6AM-7AM Comparison 1

D

Figure 29: Legal 6AM-7AM Comparison 1
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As a reminder, all the trucks counted within the polygon locations were going 0 MPH indicating
the trucks were not moving. By doing this, it allows us to make sure that the trucks were not
just passing by, or through locations, such as shoulders and exits on highways. Location A is
along I-55. When zooming in, this location appears as two specific stops that seem to be
unauthorized parking present between the hours of 6AM-7AM, which will be referred to as A-1
and A-2, in Figure 30.

A-1

A-2

Figure 30: Unauthorized 6AM-7AM Comparison 1-A

A-1, or unique ID 283, covers a larger area and intersects with smaller state road 50, and is
located off exit 17. South of A-1 is A-2, which can also be tracked with unique ID 408. It is a
shoulder off the road with no crossing of other roads. It was found that for these two
unauthorized locations there are two legal options that are nearby. A-1 is located directly
between a legal location to the north and south. Option one, the drivers could head south to a
gas station which is unpaved and has a large amount of parking available off exit 14 at Unique
ID 134. This location is a gas station with a final estimate of 49 truck parking spots. It was found
that at no time of day is this lot considered over capacity. The maximum number of trucks
stopped within an hour is four, which occurs only three times throughout the day. This location
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shows variation when it comes to how long the trucks are stopping with about 23% being less
than one-hour stops, about 63% over eight hours, and the rest in between. Option two, the
drivers could head north to a gas station off exit 21, to unique ID 78 which is estimated to hold
22 trucks. This location tends to be used for the longer, overnight stays, and high likelihood of
being under capacity at all hours of the day, it appears to be a good alternative to unauthorized
locations A-1 and A-2. Both legal locations discussed are good alternatives to the unauthorized
parking spots.
Moving on to location B, there are two unauthorized locations on I-55 north of I-40 and
one south, labeled B-1, B-2, and B-3 in Figure 31.

B-1
B-2
D
B-3

Figure 31: Unauthorized 6AM-7AM Comparison 1-B

Figure 32: Legal 6AM-7AM Comparison 1-B

Location B-1 is a business with unique ID 15 off exit 10. This location is surrounded by seven
legal locations of parking, which according to the legal map in Figure 31, there is plenty of space
available during this time of day. These locations include two motels, one restaurant, one large
business parking location, and three empty lots.
Location B-2 is a weigh station for south bound traffic. Location B-2 can also be
identified with unique ID 205 off exit 9. This weigh station is located directly across the highway
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from a public truck parking location, which indicates there is a possibility that this weigh station
has closed and has yet to be updated to a now legal rest stop. This could appear confusing to
weary drivers who are ready for their break. Besides being located directly across from a public
parking location, which could be just as hard for the truck to get to due to their planned route
and lack of U-turn options, this abundance of unauthorized parking is located directly between
two exits with many options including the seven locations north, as discussed previously, and
five locations south including one restaurant, two large business parking lots, a gas station, and
a public welcome center that all have a low amount of trucks parking upon arrival. Regarding
this research, this means that drivers should either stop before they approach the weigh
station, if time is ticking, or given enough time, proceed south to other legal parking options.
Location B-3 is a restaurant located within the city of West Memphis. It is unique ID 11
closest to exit 280. We found it rather odd that a location within the city would be used. The
reasons why the location was included is due to the fact a truck was seen parking there during
the ArDOT survey hours. One thought we had as to why the truck would be off the main routes
was that truck drivers following their GPS, utilized the shortest route function and followed a
detour off the normal route. Without knowing to stay on the highways, this location is located
on US highway 70 which cuts from I-40 to I-55 south of the main route. Although I am sure
there are gas stations at some point along this road, they may be less truck friendly and were
not reported within this research. Another interesting factor is that this location is directly
south of I-55, about half way across US highway 70. This location does not have a great number
of spaces, but enough where a few trucks could fit comfortably if they were in desperate need
of stopping. Locations such as B-3 show opportunity for more signs before the truck decides to
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exit off the highway, informing them that cutting across would lead to few areas of rest location
available to trucks. Figures 33, 34, and 35 are street views images B-1, B-2, and B-3 to help
make sense of the area. B-3 has been enlarged to be able to see the comparison of the location
itself to the location of the highways.

Figure 33: Street View of B-1

Figure 34: Street View of B-2

Figure 35: Street View of B-3

While along the same highway, we took a closer look at location D. Once zoomed in on
location D it became apparent that this location did not need more parking options for trucks.
Yes, there is heavy parking in this area, but there are five options for legal parking. Most of the
truck drivers were parking north of I-40. Unique ID 76 has an enormous area for truck parking
and is marked with a star in Figure 36. This location north of I-40, off exit 280, can hold 134
trucks and does not seem to be at risk for hitting capacity. The most populated time of arrivals
occur from 6PM-7PM. Lastly, we looked at how long the truck drivers were staying at this
location. According to the data, 24% of the time drivers were stopping for less than 30 minutes,
about 60% of the time were stopping for eight hours or longer, and the rest of the time the
drivers were stopped between 30 minutes and 7 hours and 30 minutes. This location has many
trucks parking there but in case of unavailability there are four other locations to the south of I-
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40, if necessary. These locations include one restaurant, one shopping center, and two gas
stations with large truck parking areas.

Figure 36: Street View of D

The last location to be looked at in the West Memphis area is location C. This location is on I-40
and intersects with state road 75. There are two locations that make up this red spot on the
heat map, that being unique ID 50 to the north and ID 144 on the south side of the highway,
both off exit 256. There are one of two things that seem to happen in this area. Either the
trucks pull off on the exit as they head east, or if heading west, they pull off into an abandoned
gas station. Although the exit itself is without a doubt an unauthorized parking location, the
abandoned gas station could be questionable. Without being on site to gain further knowledge
as to this location, it is hard to tell the exact situation. Alternatives for location C include
stopping at one of the three locations to the east if coming, or going, that direction. These
locations include a normal sized gas station, a large very truck friendly gas station, and a
currently wide-open lot. One of these three locations is sure to be open for the truck driver
according to the legal heat map and massive number of spots.
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C

Figure 37: Street View of C

Before going from Comparison 1 of the West Memphis to Comparison 2 of the Little Rock area,
we wanted to zoom out to see if locations A, B, and C change or remain consistent throughout
the day.

A
C

B

Figure 38: Unauthorized 11AM-12PM
Comparison 1

D

Figure 39: Legal 11AM-12PM
Comparison 1

As compared to Figures 28 and 29, we can see that the maps in Figures 38 and 39 have changed
but not too drastically. Location A, and the entire road of I-55 have decreased in the amount of
unauthorized parking. As for location B, there seems to have been a shift away from location A
in the north, toward location D to the east. As a reminder, this area was filled with plenty of
parking locations and therefore should not have an issue with not enough parking. Although as
we can see in Figures 38 and 39, locations B and D almost look on top of each other, and that is
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because they are off the same exit. The legal parking location that is high in capacity from
11AM-12PM is the large truck friendly gas station north of I-40 right off exit 280, with heavy
unauthorized parking nearby. A few things may be happening in this area. We assume either
truck drivers are not willing to drive south of I-40 to the many open parking locations, the truck
drivers are unaware of the other legal areas to park, or they are thinking it is acceptable to stop
on this off ramp due to the fact a gas station is nearby. Parking in unauthorized locations such
as off ramps might not only get the driver in trouble, but it also increases the risk of wrecks for
them and drivers around them.
Lastly, we looked at the same location from the time period 4AM-5AM. During this time
frame, the heat map appeared very similar to the time frame of 6AM-7AM for unauthorized
and legal arrivals. Due to the fact these time segments are only two hours away from one
another, we find this reasonable and according to the count by arrival previously complete in
this research, these two time segments were not much different. The only big difference
between the 4AM-5AM and 6AM-7AM was location B. This area has heavy unauthorized
parking on I-55 north of West Memphis, but also where I-40 meets I-55, the area that was just
discussed.
Now that the West Memphis area has been looked at in detail, Comparison 2, will look
at the Little Rock area. This area shows high density in both the unauthorized and legal maps.
Unfortunately, in the current parking situation, there seems to be more unauthorized parking in
this area than legal parking, at least within the time frame of 4AM-5AM and 6AM-7AM as seen
in Figures 22-27. In fact, while analyzing the heat maps side by side it appears that out of the 24
time segments, 18 of these appeared either equal or greater in the amount of unauthorized
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pings. There is one particular location along I-40 that is causing the high density in the
unauthorized traffic. The specific location is unique ID 224 off exit 157. Checking into this
unique ID further, we found that this area had many pings for both time frames 5PM-6PM and
6PM-7PM. Between the hours of 1PM-3AM this location had many trucks stopped within a
single hour. It appeared odd that there were so many trucks parking here when this location is
surrounded by one other unauthorized location and six legal areas to park. These areas include
four motels, one restaurant with extra room for truck parking, and a smaller gas station with a
gravel lot. Having so many parking options of a single exit caused concern, and therefore we
investigated how long each truck stayed there. The majority of the time, about 73.41%, the
truck was stopped less than 30 minutes. Within the data analysis, we have the exact difference
in time from when the truck stopped at that location and continued. Most of these times
appear as if they were there less than a minute. Although we would assume out of the 173
times recorded that some of these would be valid unauthorized stops, it seems as if most of
these stops were trucks passing through or stopped at the exit.

Figure 40: Comparison 2 Unauthorized 6AM-7AM
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Although it seems that the truck driver can simply pick another one of the six locations nearby,
the legal parking in the area must also be investigated. Looking at these locations further it
appears that they are not at risk of being full. It can be seen that although the gas station
locations are the most popular out of these six locations, from 6AM-7AM there is available
parking. The comparison, once zoomed in on this area, can be verified in Figures 41 and 42.

Figure 41: Comparison 2 Unauthorized 6AM-7AM

Figure 42: Comparison 2 Legal 6AM-7AM

Since there is a large opening on exit 157, there is no need for more parking locations according
to this data. However, we have seen a trend in trucks heavily favoring gas stations, especially
those with large truck friendly parking lots. If there were any suggestions for this area,
specifically based on 6AM-7AM arrivals, the first suggestion would be to make the other
locations known with clear signage. Second, if another location was added, make it a gas station
with truck parking available. Without a variety of trucking company’s data, it is hard to be
certain if this area is utilized by all companies or just preferred by the company we are looking
at.
Next, we moved from the unauthorized location shown in Figure 41 to the legal location
shown in Figure 42. Zooming in on the 6AM-7AM time of day on the legal map we see that
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there is heavy parking also along I-40, but further east than the unauthorized location. This
location looks like Figure 43.

Figure 43: Comparison 2 Legal 6AM-7AM
Unauthorized, Little Rock Area Street View
Unauthorized, Little Rock Area Street View

By looking at QGIS for both Google Map view and the heat map view, we have determined that
Unauthorized

out of the five legal locations present on the map the large yellow area, marked with a star,
holds the largest volume of trucks. This location, unique ID 40, is a very large, truck friendly gas
station with the ability to hold 101 parked trucks. From 10PM-11PM this location peaks with a
count of 74 truck arrivals in a year. Almost 20% of the time these stops are 30 minutes or less,
while 53.71% are stops over 8 hours. If this location, off exit 161, ever seems too full other
locations including another large truck friendly parking location directly across the street, a
motel, a truck related business to the south of I-40, and a smaller truck friendly gas station to
the north of the highway are also options to choose from.
Before we move on to Comparison 3, we wanted to see if this was similar among the
time frames 11AM-12PM and 4AM-5AM. Referring to Figures 41 and 42, from 11AM-12PM it is
fairly consistent. The darkest red areas are still the same for both unauthorized and legal. The
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minor difference between these two time segments are the other light marks on the
unauthorized and legal map have both faded. This means that from 11AM-12PM the arrival
problem is still in the same location, just in less volume. Again, from 4AM-5AM the locations are
similar as to where the heavy truck parking occurs. The minor difference at these times is that
there are now a few lightly colored locations for both unauthorized and legal along I-440, which
is south of I-40.
Comparison 3 area of concern is I-49 in the Northwest Arkansas area. We started by
looking at arrivals in the time frame of 4AM-5AM, as shown in Figures 44 and 45.

A

B

Figure 44: Comparison 3 Unauthorized 4AM-5AM

C

Figure 45: Comparison 3 Legal 4AM-5AM

Location A, unique ID 265, is what makes the Northwest Arkansas area appear on the statewide
map. This location, on exit 78, is a little different than others because it is an exit near a large
trucking and logistics company. Overall, this location has as many as 19 arrivals pings in one
hour within a years’ time, from the time of 6PM-7PM. Just under 50% of drivers are stopped
here for less than 30 minutes, and 20% of the time over eight hours. Much like unique ID 224,
there is some question about these drivers being stuck in traffic. If, however, there is large
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parking within this unauthorized area, there is only one legal location close to location A as of
the time the survey was taken, which is a restaurant with minimal parking for trucks.
A second parking location, referred to as B, on I-49 south of the location A along exit 72,
has semi heavy parking on an off ramp. Also known as unique ID 251, this location peaks
between the hours of 5PM-6PM and 7PM-8PM. About 60% of the time these trucks are
stopped for less than 30 minutes. This location seems to have only a few legal areas as well,
that being two motels, a restaurant, and to the west of I-49 a travel center that has truck
parking specifically. It appears that location C in Figure 44 is the travel center west of I-49. For
locations A, B, and C mentioned in Comparison 3, the locations remain the same throughout
the day and only the number of trucks parking changes. Looking at the entire heat map, the
Northwest Arkansas location never seems to have a time of day on the legal side with
substantially too many trucks. In comparison, the unauthorized locations seem to be the worst
at 11PM-12AM and 4AM-5AM as we just reviewed.
The three comparisons, West Memphis along I-55, Little Rock area along I-40, and
Northwest Arkansas along I-49, seem to be the three main hubs of heavy truck parking.
Although this does not cover all the locations that have unauthorized or legal parking, these are
the locations with the biggest concern and variation. A few more locations caught our attention
when looking at the legal heat map by arrival. One was from 8AM-9AM on the legal map, the
area where I-540 and I-40 converge. We will call this the Fort Smith area. The second location
that was rather noticeable was I-30 around Arkadelphia. Both the legal and unauthorized
snapshots of the heat map can be seen Figures 46-49 and are compared in the next paragraphs.
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Figure 46: Legal 8AM-9AM

Figure 48: Unauthorized 8AM-9AM

Figure 47: Legal 10AM-11AM

Figure 49: Unauthorized 10AM-11AM

The Fort Smith area has a few locations that cause this higher density. Two smaller areas
include one location along I-40 with a restaurant, motel, and large business parking lot, and a
location where I-40 meets I-540 which includes a large business parking lot and three motels. The
parking locations that seem to have the most density in this area is unique ID 184. Off this exit,
there are six locations including four motels and a large business parking lot. Most trucks park at
one motel because it is surrounded by large dirt lots on three sides. This location is marked with
a star in Figure 50.
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Figure 50: Fort Smith Area 8AM-9AM

Throughout the day this location does not appear to be full upon arrival. Even when zooming in
on the location at different times of the day, the location seems to have few trucks parking
there. This location has a final estimate of 30 trucks with the peak of arrivals being from 5PM6PM. Surprisingly, this stop consists of over 60% of 30 minute to one hour and 30 minute stops.
This was a unique observation because, up to this point, most stops were either under 30
minutes or overnight stays. Around this same area there is only one unauthorized location that
was marked and can be seen in red in Figure 50. This area is of minimal concern since there are
many legal parking locations around that have parking availability throughout all hours of the
day.
The last specific area being looked at is the Arkadelphia area off I-30. Again, 10AM11AM showed the highest density for unique ID 5, although it does have legal parking present
throughout the day. This legal location is estimated to hold 43 trucks. This location, unlike
others we have analyzed, has heavy truck parking upon arrival within seven time segments
throughout the day. These seven time segments are consecutive throughout the day, and from
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12PM-1AM the location has over 30 trucks parking there. For this location, the duration of stays
is broken up by 48.42% overnight stays, 19.82% less than 30-minute stays, and 12.61% 30
minutes to an hour. There is some unauthorized parking present in this area, but as can be seen
in the maps, compared in Figures 47 and 49, the legal area outweighs the unauthorized area.
The Arkadelphia area off exit 46 can be seen in Figure 51. The entire exit itself and surrounding
area is unauthorized along with one other location which is an empty lot. There are three legal
locations, one restaurant and two gas stations. All three of these locations include either truck
parking or large dirt lots.

Figure 51: Arkadelphia 10AM-11AM

There are two unauthorized locations shown in Figure 51. The north location, ID 88, has only
one truck recorded parking there. According to the data it must have been a brief stop with a
single ping because no time difference could be detected. The larger locations, ID 147 which
includes the ramp, is used more frequently, with a record of four to five unique trucks arriving
in one hour. Just over 50% are brief stops that again could be the truck passing through, or they
could be taking their break. From this location, it seems that if there are enough areas for
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trucks to park that are known, truck drivers should have no issues getting there for their
designated breaks.
Due to time and interest in spaces with higher volume of truck parking not every
location was investigated. This is something that could be conducted in the future and will be
discussed within the conclusion and recommendation section.
After digging deeper into the areas of the heat map that showed concern upon arrivals,
we lastly wanted to compare the same time frame by time of day. Before comparing arrivals
and time of day directly, we wanted to identify the overall areas of concern for the time of day
heat map. Within the unauthorized heat up, the Little Rock area seemed to be the area with the
most parking almost throughout the entire day. There were 5 time segments in which the
unauthorized parking in the Little Rock area was less than the West Memphis area. Looking at
the legal heat map, the majority of the concern was in the West Memphis area throughout the
day, followed by the Little Rock area and a location just north of Little Rock on state road 67.
Figures 52 through 57 mimic Figures 22 through 27 discussed earlier.

Figure 52: Unauthorized 6AM-7AM

Figure 53: Unauthorized 11AM-12PM

Figure 54: Unauthorized 4AM-5AM
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Figure 55: Legal 6AM-7AM

Figure 56: Legal 11AM-12PM

Figure 57: Legal 4AM-5AM

It is important to keep in mind that the heat map feature bases the intensity of color off
of the locations compared in that specific heat map. For example, comparing Figure 25 and 55
might appear as if there are more arrivals happening in the Little Rock area than actual parking.
This is not the case. The map shows that in Figure 25 the Little Rock and West Memphis areas
have close to the same amount of arrivals while in Figure 55 the West Memphis parking at
6AM-7AM significantly outweighs the Little Rock area.
With that being said we can still look at the difference between the maps. Comparing
Figure 22 and 52 we can conclude that there are many more arrivals in the Little Rock area than
other parts of the state, however, there is significant amount of parking in not only the Little
Rock area, but also West Memphis and Northwest Arkansas. For the other two unauthorized
Figures, Figures 53 and 54, the heat map has minimal change, meaning the truck parking by
time of day is rather consistent throughout the day. We were not surprised by this result due to
the fact our count of unique pings by time of day in Figure 7 was straighter across than the
arrivals. The same goes for the legal heat maps in Figures 55-57. In these figures there is not
much change, showing that the West Memphis area has the highest count of truck parking.
Comparing Figures 55-57 with Figures 25-27, it is seen that there is heavy arrival in the West
Memphis area throughout the day, but also a good amount of arrivals around Little Rock.
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The last time segments we looked at upon arrivals was 8AM-9AM and 10AM-11AM in
Figures 46-49. The corresponding images by time of day are shown in Figures 58-61.

Figure 58: Legal 8AM-9AM

Figure 60: Unauthorized 8AM-9AM

Figure 59: Legal 10AM-11AM

Figure 61: Unauthorized 10AM-11AM

Although Figures 58-61 all seem to be very similar, showing both the highest count of both
authorized and unauthorized parking in the West Memphis area, we want to compare them
with Figures 46-49. Looking at Figures 46 and 58 we can see that there is heavy arrival in the
Little Rock area, with some arrival around Fort Smith and West Memphis, however the count by
time of day is much higher in the West Memphis area than Little Rock, and very minimal around
Fort Smith. As we progress the arrivals get heavier around West Memphis and Arkadelphia, but
the time of day is mostly the same. There is a slight difference where the count in Little Rock
seems to decrease, which follows the slight decrease of arrivals in the Little Rock area. Looking
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at Figures 48 and 49 compared to Figures 60 and 61, a similar trend happens. In the first time
segment of 8AM-9AM, in both Figures 48 and 60, we see the heaviest arrival and time of day
count in the West Memphis area. However, when we look at the second time segment of
10AM-11AM, we see a shift in Figures 49 and 61. The arrival and total parking at this time starts
to shift west as I-40, outside of West Memphis, starts in increase as well as the Little Rock area.

Conclusion and Recommendations
Throughout this research we have covered a broad area of analysis. We began by
discussing the different types of HOS regulations and emphasized the importance of this
research, “Characterizing Truck Parking Shortages in Arkansas: A Data Analytical Approach.”
After methodology was established and data was cleaned, data analytics was used on the
combined data source, and conclusions on the data could be made and discussed. Out of the
446 total locations, 183 were unauthorized and 263 were legal. Analysis was taken by arrival
and time of day. Upon arrival the unauthorized and authorized were very similar in their peak
and valley time of day, this being lower in the early AM and increasing in the later afternoon.
The unauthorized count by time of day also followed the pattern seen in the arrivals, but the
legal count by time of day showed significant difference with the lowest count being in the later
afternoon to evening around 2PM-12AM. The locations were then broken down by location key
and then road segment. Location key 4, private truck stops, had the most trucks for legal
locations and was consistent throughout the research. Overall, the road segments were evenly
matched when looking at unauthorized verses legal on the same road. I-40 was recorded with
the greatest number of unauthorized and legal location, but also had the greatest count of
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locations overall. The road segment with a larger percent of unauthorized was I-530 and I-67,
every other road segment had more legal parking than unauthorized.
Overall, the majority of the locations from the survey were within the range of holding
0-25 trucks. There were four locations that were capable of holding over 200 trucks according
to this research. These locations may have other important regulations that were not noted and
would need further investigation. Using the final estimate of each parking location and average
count of trucks parked at each location during each time segment, we looked to see which
locations had the most potential of being over capacity. Out of the all the legal locations, 193
locations had pings by the trucking and logistics company, 119 averaged at least 1 ping per day.
Out of these locations, 13 locations averaged over 20 pings on the daily basis, with the max
being 77 pings at unique ID 81. Once capacity was addressed for all locations, both
unauthorized and legal time spans were looked at. The two most significant times on both were
less than 30-minute stops and greater than 12 hour stops. Unauthorized had more stops less
than 30-minute long, while legal had a greater amount of over 12 hour stops. For these legal
locations private gas stations were used the most as well as road segments I-440 and I-30.
Lastly, four heat maps were created. The heat maps can be used to see how density
upon arrival and time of day change by hour throughout the state. The areas that showed the
heaviest concern were the Little Rock area, West Memphis, and the Northwest Arkansas area.
These areas on the heat map were looked into closer along with a few others. Overall, from this
research, we can conclude that between the hours of 2PM-4AM are when a majority of truck
arrivals occurred for unauthorized and legal, and when most unauthorized truck parking
occurred by time of day. However, the majority or legal parking by time of day was highest
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between the hours of 12AM-2PM. The multiple locations on the map, especially the Little Rock
area, seem as if the unauthorized parking is occurring from either lack of knowledge or other
restrictions, which we are not aware. Many of the unauthorized locations investigated had legal
locations surrounding it that were not at threat for overcapacity.
For next steps and future recommendations, we would suggest pings from multiple
trucking companies. Not only would this give a better overall picture of the state of Arkansas,
but would give more variation in where the trucks parked. Another next step would be to look
further into the time span. Some trucks seem to be parked for hardly any time at all and others
for longer than rest was required. We would suggest looking into business parking lots to see if
further regulations are limiting trucks from parking there for certain hours. Before suggesting
the need of new locations, we would suggest signs that allow truck drivers to easily tell the
difference between an unauthorized or legal location. It has been seen throughout the research
that private gas stations are the first pick for many truck drivers. Other suggestions would be to
interview truck drivers and get their own opinion on where they like to park, why, and what
they look for when finding a location to rest. By combining some of the suggested ideas, this
research could be validated even further, and would give a better idea if more locations are
needed, or more knowledge of locations.
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